by Greg McKellar

When we started Black Heart in 2009, the very first bust we wanted to kick off the Black Heart line of 1:1
scale wall-hangers was Count Orlok, the vampyre as portrayed by Max Schrek in the 1922 silent, German
expressionist film NOSFERATU, A SYMPHONY OF HORROR. Because of the number of large scale Nosferatu
busts still available at the time, we decided to wait on doing a Black Heart Nosferatu . . . for seven years!
We collaborated with concept
artist Amilcar Fong to nail down
the pose for our bust; artist Jeff
Yagher, one of the grandfathers
of garage kits, was tapped to
sculpt Count Orlok; pro modeler
Greg McKellar painted the initial
master casting as the painting
pattern for the factory in China;
and another old friend, Steve
Parke, laid out the packaging for
us and assisted with our
Kickstarter campaign to help
finance the project.
We hope folks feel it was worth
the wait.
This article is Greg McKellar’s
documentation of his buildup of
the paint master. He has now
painted three other Black Heart
Nosferatu busts, each different
than the others and beautiful in
its own right.

Thanks to the Greg, Amilcar Fong, Jeff Yagher and Steve Parke for helping us with this project…and for making Black
Heart look so good. GeoS

NOSFERATU is a German Expressionist horror flick, directed by F. W. Murnau and starring Max Schreck as the vampire
Count Graf Orlok. For nearly 100 years the film has endured to be considered one of the best horror films of all time. In
fact, Rotten Tomatoes gives it a 97 and considers it to be the second most influential horror film…EVER! Not bad for a
film that has no color, no sound and only “in-camera” effects. Pure genius. What many do not know is that the movie
was never supposed to be seen. The Bram Stoker family successfully fought the distribution of the film and all copies of
Nosferatu were ordered to be destroyed. What can be seen today is the restoration of a surviving print. The film was
produced in Germany, of course, but in any language, Nosferatu translates into “The vampire done right”.
There have been many offerings of Count Orlok in the GK world. I might be so bold as
to say that after Frankenstein’s Monster, Nosferatu is one of the most popular subjects
with hobbyists. For some time, there has not been a new 1:1 version of Count Orlok
available. I’ve seen a number of shoddy recasts out there but nothing new or original.
Until now.
Black Heart has released its 1:1 scale “ Nosferatu” and it is both a beauty and a beast.
What I like most about this version is that is not so much a caricature of the instantly
recognizable blood sucker, but rather it is an homage to the actor in character. This
bust is a dead ringer for Max Schreck as he played his most famous role but with some
added realism that just couldn’t be achieved with make-up back in the day.
This bust depicts the scene in which Count Orlok sees a photo in a locket dropped by
his guest, Thomas Hutter. Orlok asks Hutter, “Is this your wife? What a lovely throat.”
Orlok’s pointy bat-ears hide under his hat and I think utilizing this pose with the hat
really pays off. The hat is beautifully sculpted and really draws the eye to focus on the
face as it is framed between the hat and the coat. The hat also will lend itself for all
kinds of customization possibilities.
The bust is 21” tall and
13” wide and has good
weight to it. The hand is
solid resin and is notched
for attaching to the body.
The casting if absolutely
flawless as we have come to expect from Black Heart. This
master casting is comprised of seven resin parts. The head,
body, hand, three translucent finger nails, very nice
indeed, and a locket that fits within his clenched fist. The
face, the hand, the translucent nails, the hat, and those
eyes. Those big beautiful orbs just screaming “paint me,
paint me!” Let’s get started. I did nothing but wash the
parts before painting; it needed no primering because it
came to me cast in a cream-colored resin that suited my
paint scheme perfectly.
(Editor’s note: for the Nosferatu production run, the castings have the head and body as one piece, the hand and three clear nails as a second piece,
and the locket and photo as the third piece. The production run castings are primered in flat gray and ready to paint right out of the carton)

Base Coating: I made a wash of FW Ink Burnt Umber and covered both the face and hand. I wiped off the excess and
left a yellow tint to the surface. For the sake of brevity just accept that anything I do in process to the face I also do to
the hand. I put the first pass of red and blue oil washes around the eyes to see what that looked like after I applied a thin
spray of my base coat. I whip up a mix of Golden Titan Buff, Createx white, and a drop or two of FW Yellow Ochre, about
the consistency of milk, and lightly spray a thin coat over the surface. I did this initially to dull the harsh yellow of the
skin, decrease the deep contrast around the eyes, and provide a scaffolding for the next step

Skin Detailing: This is the process that takes me the most time.
It is an effort that never stops until I finally push myself away
from my bench and say “DONE”. As I’ve described in other
articles written for Black Heart, the first thing I do is the old
splatter technique using oil paints. For this project I only use
Phalo Blue, Violet, Alizarin Red, White, and a little Burnt Umber.
I splatter away, wiping away some, adding a little here or there.
Over the splatters, I apply a thin coat of the pale yellow base
color.

For this kind of detailing, beauty is in the eye of the painter. So,
just do what you like and as much as you like.

Now for the fun part. Anyone who has read my articles on finishing Black Heart busts knows that I prefer to use many
different painting media on each project. It’s mainly because I have come to understand how different paints and
materials interact with one another plus learning to use what I have on hand to make it work.
This is the basics of what I use:
Pastel Chalks
Oil Paints
Translucent Paints
Opaque Acrylics
Red
Alizarin Red
ComArt:
Reaper:
Dark Blue
Violet
Ochre
Midnight Blue
Purple
Yellow Ohre
Burnt Orange
Burgundy Wine
Brown
Clotted Red
Obviously you don’t have to run out and buy these particular materials. This is just what I have in my never-ending
supply of stuff that I bought because I read about them in a how-to article. I don’t have any particular formula. So, just
improvise.
I took some pastels and worked around the eyes. Took some Reaper Blue and red and did some spider veins. Took
some blue pastels for larger deep veins. Dotted some thin oil mixtures around and fade them in. this all make for some
nice “blotching”. Every once in a while I’ll use the thinned base coat and go over some small areas. I used oils to make
age spots both deep and surface.

This process takes me hours to
complete. I try different things and
then scrap them and start over.
Eventually I come up with something
that is pleasing to my eye. Sometimes I
take my subject out of the bright shop
lights and see how it looks under
natural light photography. It helps me
know if I am using enough saturation
with my painting.
Here is a pic of how the hand is coming along.

Hair and Eye Brows: I tried something different and used only black and brown pastels to do the hair. This made for a
nice subtle transition from hair to skin and eliminated all the harshness. I applied some dry-brushed gray for highlights.
I kind of like it and plan on using that technique again.
Hat: I had a few different plans for Count Orlok’s massive bonnet but ultimately decided to go minimalist and not draw
attention from the face and eyes. I masked off the face with Silly Putty and plastic wrap. Then a couple of coats of
Krylon Black primer were applied. I then took some ComArt (CA): Transparent Manganese and sprayed over the black.
This made an interesting color and you get a different variation of color in the material. I like it but added some very
light contrast with some CA: Transparent Smoke in the folds and recesses to give it all more depth. I wanted to add
some extra dimension so I took CA: Transparent Rose and put some highlights on the top of the folds. It looks much
more dramatic in person as the camera just has a hard time capturing it.

Clothing: I wanted the face to be framed in dark tones but didn’t
want everything to be just black. I decided that the hat would be
very dark color. The ascot would have a black silk look and the
coat an earthy brown color. I wanted just enough contrast and
variation to be interesting but not over bearing.
Coat: The base color is Tamiya Flat Earth. A wash of Burnt Umber
oil is applied with a sea sponge to give some texture. A mix of Flat
Earth and White dry-brushed in random areas. I used some CL:
Black Umber for shadowing and..the coat is done.
(PIC 13)
The Ascot/Sleeve: Simple. Masked off and Krylon Black applied
with a mix of dark and light grays to highlight the folds. I applied
multiple levels of highlights on the ascot and later applied a light
coat of satin finish.

Eyes: The eye details (irises and pupils) on the master castings were sculpted inWhile I appreciate the need to do this
from time to time, I find that it can be limiting. I decided to stay true to the original iris positioning but I filled in the
sculpted iris lines and pupil dimples and then sanded them to a smooth finish. I wanted my irises to be slightly bigger
than the ones sculpted because there was so much room to work with and I thought it would be a little more expressive.
I should mention that the production castings do not have that sculpted eye detail.

Here is a list of what I used to create the eyes:
Sclera base: Createx White, FW Cool Grey and FW Burnt Umber
Irises: Casey Love/Black Heart label paints (CL/BH): Detail White, Opaque Green, Bright
Yellow, Yellow Oxide, and Blood Tint; Burnt Sienna oil paint; Garage Kits Umber
Enhancer; and ComArt Orange
Used template to draw in eyes because I
still can’t draw circles. I filled in the irises
with CL Opaque Green. I made white
striations (doodles) in the irises. Then I
sprayed CL/BH Bright Yellow over the
striations and then made more white
doodles. Next, I sprayed a little ComArt
orange over new doodles and came in
with some green highlights.
I added the pupil, used Burnt Sienna oil
paint for the pupil ring, and blended it in.
I just kept going back and forth with
paints until I liked what I saw.

The Locket: This little accessory is as simple as it gets. Just some silver paint (or gold
if you prefer) and black undertones. I added my own picture of a Bride. She’s not
screen accurate but my own inside joke.
OK, that is basically it. All I can add is that you will get as much out of the overall
impression as you put into it. This project took more time than I anticipated but the
continued back and forth with skin detailing isn’t predictable. Just keep at it until you
like it. Many thanks go to Black Heart and Jeff Yagher for producing such a
compelling piece. If you’re looking for a Nossie to haunt your collection, look no
further. Cheers.
Greg

Painted
Master
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